Novoferm Transmitter Programming Instructions
How to program an additional
transmitter to a Novoferm operator

How to clear the memory and delete all
transmitters from a Novoferm operator
(necessary if a key-fob has been lost or stolen)

Novomatic and Novoport
Press the oval program button on the operator
once, number one will appear on the display,
press the desired button on the transmitter and the
dot next to the number one will flash for about
three seconds, the transmitter is now coded to
operate the operator. Press the program button
once more and number two will appear on the
display, this allows you to program the transmitter
to the courtesy light on the operator, press the
other button on the transmitter and the dot next to
the number two will flash for about three seconds,
the transmitter is now coded to operate the light
on the operator. Note: you can only switch the
light on with this function, it will turn off by itself
after the time delay that has been set on the
operator.
Press the program button once more and the
display will go to zero, now try the transmitters.
Vivoport
Press the blue button underneath the operator for
four seconds until you hear a bleep and then let
go, the operator will start to click and the light will
flash, press the button on the transmitter once and
the clicking and flashing will stop, now try the
transmitter, job done.

Novomatic and Novoport
Switch the power off at the operator and whilst
switching the power back on make sure that you
have your finger pressed on the oval program
button at the same time, this will delete the
transmitter from the operator when you release the
button number one will appear on the read out on
the operator, you then press the program button
twice so the read out goes back to zero, job done.
Vivoport
Press the blue button underneath the operator for
eight seconds, after four seconds you will hear a
bleep and after eight seconds when you release the
button the light will flash rapidly for about three
seconds, job done.
Universal receivers
Press the button inside the receiver until it stops
flashing, all transmitters are now deleted.

Novoferm technical support: 0161 486 0066
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